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Alaska earthquakes as a rule are not
stenograEdith Wileman,
Heard From.
bo subject to commit many errors, that more than 5,000 persons had
nawa Copper Company, Phoenix Con- led to enter Mexico under the rules
serious except in midsummer when
pher.
but I wish to assure you that they
the glaciers.
solidated
Copper and Washington laid down by the President.
Victoriano Ulibarri,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) they split
shall be the mistakes of the head
A serious condition continues around
Felt in Washington.
Copper Mining Company.
' San Diego, Calif., March 11. Six
and not of the heart.
D. C, March 11
Colonel E. T. L. Waggener is Dead.
Torreon. Advices coming into Duran-gIt
. .
doorkeeper,
vessels of San Diego's fishing fleet Washington,
shocks were reColorado Springs, Colo., March 11. BUTTER 29 CENTS
Again bidding you welcome, I now
by courier from Torreon declare
i
door- L
i
nine- Heavy earthquake
,'llegos,
with their crews, numbering
call the Senate of the State of New
the seismograph
Colonel E. T. L. Waggener, chief
A POUND AT ELGIN. the place entirely isolated, with sevNo corded early today by
kee
teen men are missing today.
Mexico to order.
at Georgetown University. The vibraeral thousand revolutionists in the city
-engineer in the construction of the
Postmaster,
F
word has been received from them tions
at 5:35 o'clock and lasted
Colorado Snrings. and Cripple Creek (By Special Leased Wln to New Mexican) and food supplies almost exhausted.
began
Invocation.
Messeni
.egos,
since they put to sea early Saturday 25 minutes, being most violent at 5:40.
district Tailroad. died at his home
Elgin, 111., March It. The quotation Durango seems to be the only spot in
an hour The disturbance, which is believed to
The forty-milUpon motion of Senator H. B. Holt,
morning.
get
was 07 years committee of the Elgin board this the state of that name which is not
He
last
here
night.
'.
Z.
.,n
Rev.
B.
unanimous
I
z,
coast
McCollough,
by
Page.
Satur have been of extraordinary violence,
gale which swept the
old. Death was hastened by a ner- afternoon declared butter firm at 29c.
Mar: it.es, Page.
within
2,000
Continue!? on page eight.
day is believed to have scattered the occurred somewhere
vous breakdown, following paralysis. Out put for the week, 730,000 pounds.
on
(Continued
Page Four.)
i)"h;;i), Page.
fleet.
miles of Washington.

The postoffice formerly located atjX
San Isidro, Sandoval county, has beenjN
discontinued, according to a recent issue ot tne postomce uuucuu.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " fioods.

Always the Leader

robbed Rectors pockets. The man entered the bar shortly after 11 o'clock. GASCARETS INSURE
He ordered Rector to back up against
There seems to be an unusual the wall and kept him there while he
INSIDEJMNLINESS
amount of bronchial trouble this win- searched the premises.
ter and spring, but it need not cause
The Millions of Cascaret Users Never
alarm, for so many people have '.earnHave Headache, Constipation,
Working on Camino Real.
ed how to apply common sense methRock is being put on the surface of
Biliousness or Sick Stomach.
ods in checking it.
the Camino Real by a large force of
or
no
cold
Just remember this
teams and men, working south from
It is more necessary that you keep
cough can get a very firm hold on a Mesilla Park. The road is being sur-- your Bowels, Liver and Stomach clean,
really strong healthy person.
J faced
with adobe, which fills up all pure and fresh than it is to keep the
Mrs. Mary Mathes of Atkins, S. C, the holes, and then the
gravel is ap- sewers and drainage of a large city
says: "I find Vinol can't be beat for plied, thus making a hard level sur- free from obstruction.
bronchitis. After an attack of it that face, that will wear well and do away
Are you keeping clean inside with
lasted for eight months I took Vinol with all the sand.
Cascarets or merely forcing a passand got a complete cure."
ageway every few days with salts,
It is the combined action of the
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
Two Fatally Shot in Saloon.
medicinal curative elements of cod's
Policeman William McPherson and important.
aided
without
by
the
liver
greasy oil,
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
A. L. Loyd, a saloonkeeper, are dying
and strength-creatinthe
in a Denver hospital the former with regulate the stomach, remove the
properties of tonic iron, that three bullets in his body, the latter sour, undigested and fermenting food
makes Vinol so efficient in curing with two.
Samuel Reeser and William and foul gases; take the excess bile
chronic coughs, colds and bronchitis
Tullis
are
under
arrest, charged with from the liver and carry out of the
at the same time building up the weak- the
two men were at system the decomposed waste matter
These
shooting.
ened
system.
before the dying men and poison in the intestines and
taken
midnight
To escape bronchial troubles then,
in the
and identified by Mc- bowels.
take Vinol and become strong. We Pherson hospital
Xo odds how badly and upset you
as
masked men who enthe
do positively guarantee Vinol to give
a Cascaret tonight will straightfeel,
a
at
saloon
tered
Valverde,
Loyd's
you perfect satisfaction. The Capital Denver
before mid- en you out by morning. They wort
suburb,
shortly
M.
X.
box from
Pharmacy, Santa Fe,
night, and opened fire on the officer. while you sleep. A
your druggist will keep your entire
ONE PERFECT DAY.
family feeling good for months. Don't
Deputy Sheriff Caught in Net.
It was brought to him into the dark,
the children their little inside
forget
Texico.
Deputy Sheriff Oliver, of
a
need
somewhere,
good, gentle cleansing, loo.
made a good catch
Sunday night
The one perfect day, in the long
when he raided a gambling den in
ago;
Texico and caught several of the
And its wine he quaffed, and ho sang
the deputy for two weeks, following the theft
sports,
including
and laughed,
side and some of $5,000 from the postoffice at Sali-da- ,
from
sheriff
Texas
the
.1
with
Till the face of him shone
other prominent fellows. The boys
wondrous glow;
Colorado, about February 14, leads
were put under a bond of $100, but
And the sky leaned down upon every
after it was learned that a cash bond the officers to believe that he knew
side,
was to be putup and some of the boys more about the theft than he told in
And its balm was poured, and his were
going to leave it put up, Sheriff the letters he wrote before he took
wounds were healed;
Moye
phoned for a raise in the bond to his life. A determined effort is to
And Life, as sweet as a smiling bride,
$250.
be made to find the money, and the
Put up her veil, and stood revealed.
arrest of a woman with whom- Davis
From the Pen.
Fresh
is expected.
a long friendship
had
was
who
but
there
one
For some
A man giving his name as Burton When news of Davis' suicide was
none could tell,
Wednesbroken to Miss hazel Dean, who is
If a man, or a woman, or only a E. Perrington was arrested
day night by Santa Fe Night Watch- also know by the name of Hazel
child
man W. K. Boyd and sentenced to 30 WTood, she declared she had
nothing
Someway, somewhere, with the ten- days in the county jail by Justice J. R. further to live for and avowed an incare
derest
ws.'S
man
The
for
Vigil
trespassing.
and
Had met bim, and hailed him,
of taking her life. She obfound to possess clothing with the" tention
sped him and smiled;
tained a revolver and went to a local
attached.
Fe
mark,
Santa
penitentiary
And whichever way that he chanced
He confessed to having served a term saloon, where she called for a drink
to look,
She was about to put
of whiskey.
Hixen-baugOn the earth below, or the sky in the penitentiary. Sheriff
is now investigating the mat- the gun to her heau when the revolabove,
be- ver was taken from her.
He saw how the pages of Life's great ter to ascertain the man's standing
fore the law. Raton Range.
book
I. SPARKS WILL GO
Were writ a thousand ways with
Form PartINTO BUSINESS HERE.
Lleweliyn & Llewelyn
love.
nership.
John P. Sjolander in Youth's ComMajor W. H. H. Llewellyn and his Rumors That He Intended to Live
panion.
son, Morgan, have decided to return
Elsewhere Are Un
tD the old partnership which existed
founded.
several years ago.
mniiwn
Major Llewellyn was for several
Since the sale cf the Santa Fe telanuuiHM n
years district attorney and is now a
ephone
plant of which I. Sparks was
member of the firm, Morgan O. Llewsole owner, theTe has been persistellyn is well known all over the state ent rumors about town that he inSaloon Robbed.
The Domingo saloon at Lordsburg as an aggressive and successful tended to leave the city. When called
young attorney. The many friends
was robbed of $22 cash.
upon by a representative of the New
of both wish them
greatest suc- Mexican Mr. Sparks made the followCru-ces
cess in their partnership. Las
New Townsite.
ing statement:
Democrat.
The El Oro Company is laying out
"The sale of oiy business here has
of
miles
Steins,
town
north
four
a
by plans somewhat with regard
upset
Highway Engineer Busy.
Grant county.
to the future, but I am getting my
Active progress in regarding and
mind settled upon future policies I
Death of Barber at Lordsburg.
making a good gravel road through
to see materialize within a year,
hope
of
a
A. A. Oden,
Road
Mesilla Park by the Good
barber, resident
benefit to
and which will be of
Lordsburg, Grant county, the past six Commission, under the direction of Santa Fe. I have no great of makthought
He
of
leaves
died
is
Mr.
of
Santa
pneumonia.
Merriweather
goyears,
Fe,
my residence anywhere but in
a wife and three children.
ing on at the present time. Messrs. ing Ancient
I have confidence
the
Lester, Hager, Snow, Gillian, and in its future City.
and expect to be one of
A New Ttown.
many others are taking active part
and
Roseborough is the name of a new in aiding to get the road in better the many to profit by its growth
town laid out in the Mimbres valley, shape. It is a link in the state road piosperitv. My investmeats will be
Luna county, by P. W. Turner, of running from Colorado to Texas, and retained permanently in k!he city cf
my choice good old Santa Fe."
was partly completed a year ago.
Ada, Ohio.
Mr. tpji'.ks has extensive property
Rio Grande Republican.
interests in the city, and mining propFort Sumner Store Burglarized.
erties in the southern part of the
New Mexico Eudcator Poisoned.
The store of Earickson
co., at
Fort Sumner, was entered by burTaking two doses of chloroform, county. His many friends will be
to learn that he will continue to
glars who carried away valuable pa- mixed with prune juice, for relief glad
his home in Santa Fe
make
from
M.
an
of
Dan
attack
indigestion,
and
dry
pers, silverware, cigars
Richards, secretary and treasurer of
goods.
the Lithgow Manufacturing Stationery Company, and formerly one of
Death at Santa Rosa.
E. Shlesinger died in his home in the best known educators in the state,
Mr. died suddenly shortly after 1 o'clock TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Santa Rosa, of consumption.
afternoon at his residence
Schlesinger had been in Xew Mexico yesterday
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
on Edith street. The deadly drug is
for a number of years for his health. believed
to have been given Mr. KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
A wife survives the deceased.
Richards by mistake for other medRHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
icine. The doses were prepared by
Observance
League
Sunday
his wife, it is said, and as a result of KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
A Sunday Observance League has
the distressing tragedy she is pros- BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
been organized at Lordsburg, Grant trated at the family home. AlbuquerIRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
county. J. E. Fuller was elected pre- que Journal.
AGED
and
MIDDLE
ELDERLY
F.
D.
Selerds,
sident;
F. M. Logan, secretary.
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
Young Bride Escapes.
For sale hi all druggist.
After being, kept a prisoner at home
since she announced her marriage to
Jury Commissioners.
Judge Edward L. Medler appointed Morey G. Baker three weeks ago, Miss
Clement Hightower of Capitan; Al- Ella Jensen, aged 17, secured
her
fredo Gonzales of San Patricio, and freedom at Grand Junction, Colorado, NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Edward R. Kelley of Carrizozo, jury and is now speeding westward to join
EXPRESS LINE.
commissioners.
her husband, aged 20, in Los Angeles.
50166
White Slaver Sentenced.
After announcing the marriage, the
Charles Morcy, the first person con- girl instead of receiving the parental Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
victed in Denver under the new white blessing, was informed that she
slave
law, was sentenced to a would never be
permitted to see her
terra at the state penitentiary of from husband
again, and steps were taken
three and a half to five years.
to annul the wedding.
To Suppress White Slavery.
Printers Arrested.
The National
Slave as
T. F. Murray
and J. Goldenberg,
tourist printers, were arrested at El sociation was formally launched at
Paso and fined, one for being drunk a mass meeting at Denver. The asand disorderly, the other for toting sociation was recently incorporated,
under the laws of Colorado, and will
a gun.
be the nucleus for operations embrac
ing the entire country. Denver is to
Died at Insane Asylum.
The funeral of W. F. Kennedy of be the headquarters, with J. H. Wood
Roy, died at the Xew Mexico hospi- ruff in charge of the work. The aims
tal for the insane, was held Saturday. of the association are to agitate the
Kennedy is survived by a wife and two menace of the white slave traffic and
to secure information leading to the
children.
arrest and conviction of persons im
Died Suddenly.
plicated in the various operations of
Henry Epler, the past six years a the traffic. Each branch of the na
resident of the Estancia valley, died tional organization is to
suddenly after returning home from with the federal, state and municipal often comes from the fair sex to
man the carechurch. He leaves a wife and five authorities in the suppression of the to the
children and came to Xew Mexico crime.
less, slovenly fellow. It is good
from Girard, Kansas.
Girl Tries Suicide In Saloon.
advice to dress as well as one's
The suicide of Warren Davis, the means will afford, because good
White Slaver Bound Over.
young man who had been on the grill clothes are the best passport to
Joseph Mauro, charged with violatgood society and business prefere
slave act, at Dening the
ment. We make stylish clothes,
ver was bound over to await the ac AN HONEST DEPENDABLE MEDICINE
correct
in cut and fit, of the best
is
E.
Pinkham's Vegetable com
tion of the federal grand jury by S. S.
Lydia
and we charge very
materials,
Hinsdale, United States commission- pound. A Root and Herb medicine
er, before whom the preliminary originated nearly forty years ago by moderately.
Lydia E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., for
hearing was held.
SPRING SAMPLES READY
controlling female ills.
Its wonderful success in this line
Bandit Holds Up Denver Saloon.
FOR INSPECTION.
A lone bandit,
wearing a blacic has made it the safest and most deE. pendable medicine of the age for wo- Cleaning and Pressing a Specialty
mask, entered the saloon of J.
Rector at Denver, and held up Rector men and no woman suffering from feMURALTER,
at the point of a revolver. After tak- male ills does herself justice who
Cor.'
a
does
not
from
trial.
it
Palace
and
he
the cash register,
Washington Aves.
give
ing $25

J

BSQJINTER

blood-makin- g

EH!

C
Ul

ALL

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
PURCHASES. WE GIVE
REGISTER TICKETS

CASH

g

run-dow- n

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

MARCH 11, 1912.

MONDAY,

10-ce-

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

Far-we-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For
ALFaLFA SEED.

All kinds

INTERNATIONAL

of flowers, garden

FOOD.

STOCK

seeds in bulk and packages

& field

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

lcu

45
m

inrvr si t
r"v tnnK3tn

I

Phone Black

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

I

Phone Black

ll

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

GOODS.

The Farm Pump Engine

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Caii up 'Phone 9
1

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

too

r

POSED
For irrigation this engine is a wonder. Pumps
up to 100 gallons per hour. See us
about this engine.
1

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
8

f

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts

All

of The World

-

MftflPV and ,nconvenitnc

by Purchasing Wells

iUUlIWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

"Lontries11

S., Canada, Mexico

U.

Tnroufhout

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

CARRIAGE,

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

139

R. CREATH,
SANTA FE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND- -

SIGN
PAINTING

AKir.T Silver ing,

SATISFACTION

GUAR ANTEED
.ndBraL
PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,

305 San Francisco Street.

310

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

San Fracisco St.

N. M.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

FRANK

AH.

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Pnooe Red

No. 23.

at

CO- -

Capital City Bank Bid

JONES,

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
. . ...w-

CuaruBi ixaiiviico

--

WHOLESALE

oal

r- -

AND RETAIL

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

CAPITAL

ONTEZUMA AVENUK
ear A. T. 4 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

Or- -

.

Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

Steam Coal.

COAL YARD,
Telephone 85

85

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN
Located

One Block East from Old San

Phone, Red No. 2

"Trj a New Mexican want
b.ingg results.

ad.

I

JULIUS

Miguel Church;

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Managers

DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE

I
fit

HACK SERVICE, f

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire at Popular Prices
rnDDirvc ukrv I IMP

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
THFnriflRF CARtHX PrnnV

!

Phone Black 132.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

anti-whit-

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

:

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

A Deserved Admonition

Main

uuiy,

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Anti-Whit- e

Phoe

uiawiv

Phone Black

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

First-Clas-

ruuue

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. .Leave orders

t;

Also

SANTA FE, N. M. B

STORE,

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Foley Kidney Pills

JIVf
JaTC

VVj4 GENERAL

Why Import Mineral Water ?

r

CHAS. CLOSSON

Gasp ar Avenue

9

ENGINE

EVER CONSTRUCTED.

lu ul

Near Union Depot.

LIVERY STABLE
I

COMPACT

THE SIMPLEST AND MOST

ie

1

Phone 14

Hardware We Have It.

If Its

Phone 14.

tut otitc

PHONE, RED 100.

A

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

1

333 HICKOX STREET,

"I

HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF CUTAND HARDWARE.
OUR
"SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK

h

Dawson,
Pinon,
Cedar,

WE
OUR
WE
LERY
We

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephoned.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents. ,
Rooms tor Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order TOc s diss.
Mew Terk Chop Suey Boo.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cove re hacks and good
teams. Fare 15.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commeroHri men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire fcnbudo
. Mistim
Station,
--

MONDAY,

No

MARCH

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.

11, 1912.

Profit!

REPUBLICANS

PRESENT

SOLD

STONEWALL IN LEGISLATURE
SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR
Caucus Selects R. L. Baca for Speaker and ,Frank Staplin
for Chief Clerk in House Alphabetical List
of Members.

Have Your Easter Suit
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Sf.

i Sible
while at Santa Fe perature was 77 degrees at Fort Stanunshine,
Rio PPRR11ARY WEATHER IN
44 degrees at
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, there was
per cent ot the possible, ton, and the least
while the greatest local daily
Tor the s te as a whole there were
partly cloudy and 4 range in temperature was ti't degrees
Temperature Was Below Normal and 10 clear days,
cloudy days, while 0.U1 inch or more at Alma on the :!d. The district averThere Was Decided Deficiency
in Precipitation.
precipitation occurred on an average ages were as follows: No. 7 (Canadian
:! days.
of
The humidity of the month and Northeast) :;2.1 degrees; No. 8,
Rio
was low. High winds were frequent, (Pecos and Rio Grande) ".".s degrees;
With blight exception, the temperain the more exposed plains No.
(Western) 37.0 degrees.
Mc- - ture of the month of February, 1912, especially
The prevailing direction for
Precipitation.
country.
below
the normal throughout
averaged
The average precipitation, determw Mexico. The deficiency increas- the month was from the west.
ined from the records of 14ft stations,
Temperature.
ed from about
degree over the cenLegislative Jottings.
The mean temperature of Hie state, was (i.ttl inch, or o.OH inch below the
'! or
and
western
tral
to
the
counties
caucus yesterday
The Republican
and O.M below February,
4
degrees east of the nrt li meridian, determined from the records of 7S normal,
afternoon was the first, lineup for the
The
I'll
of
a
mean
greatest monthly amount
altitude
'stations,
and
uaving
the
eastern border
throughout
inches
at Pastura. and the;
legislative session. Of course, there counties.
was
3:0i)
.i.immi
was
or
anout
:;).
ctegr
teet,
The greatest deficiency ocwere almost as many opinions as
curred in Curry, Roosevelt. Quay, 1.7 degree below the normal, and 1.." least a trace at Berino. Columbus,
The greatest
there are minds and yet there was Union, Mora and San
Nona and Strauss.
Miguel counties. degree below the month of February, amount in
a noticeable disposition to submit to A
any 21 hours was 2.::5 inchmean
monthly
slight excess occurred in Sierra, It'll. The highest
at es at the Demonstration Farm, near
majority sentiment.
northeast Grant and eastern Luna temperature was 4.".1 degrees
.
The
Representative James V. Tully ex- counties, but the area was insignifi- Carlsbad, and the highest recorded Las Vegas, on the
2
state wa3
for
snowfall
the
on
1Mb
at
the
average
degrees
pects to present the name of Nathan cant, for more than
of the temperature
inches. The district precipitation
the same station. The lowest tnonth-- !
Jaffa to the House for consideration state had a deficiency.
mean temperature was 21.0 ilpancs averages were as follows: No. 7 l."7
as United States Senator.
ocThree moderately cool periods
I
The Democratic
Central Commit- curred; the first, from the beginning at Elizabethtown, and the lowest re- inches; No. 8, U.S inch; No. 9, 0.44
tee met today to consider with me ot the month to the fith: the second, corded temperature 10 below zero at inch.
CHARLES E. LINN'EY,
on the Oth. The
minority legislators a policy to which ftoin the 20th to the 2i!d: and the third the same station
Section Director.
the latter are to adhere during the from the 25th to the close of the greatest, local monthly range in tem
session.
month.
4th
and 21st were the
The
legislative
A mass meeting at Vaughn, Guadacoldest days of the month, sharing
fKmsmasEitssst
lupe county, presided over by W. H. honors about equally, although noi
Angell, demanded a new county of very severe weather or exceptionally
Moderwhich Vaughn is to be the county low temperatures occurred.
seat.
ately warm weather occurred from the
7th to the 1 9th, and the lsih was gen
The Rocky Mountain News today
the wannest day of the month,
has an illustrated article on the Sen erally
again no very high tempera-- j
atonal situation in New Mexico that although
tures occurred.
is altogether a pipe dream except as
Very little precipitation occurred unto the prominence that men like Antil the l!nh-20twhen eastern conn-- ;
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
drews, Luna, Bursum, Fall and Cairon ties received a good fall of snow, ac- have in the situation.
IN NEW MEXICO.
companied by high wind and blizzard
conditions.
These were renented.
PRECIPITATION OF SUNDAY
,.uh n,m.h erPHtPr RPverilv ,! over!
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
WAS GENERAL OVER STATE,
practically all of the state, on the!
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
.
Rain or snow set in at
Beginning early Saturday evening
rain fell steadily with but few inter--! some of the western stations on the,
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
missions in Santa Fe and central New night of the 2::d and the storm contin-- j
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
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'NMt Door to First National Bank Bldg. County.
There was no dissension in the Republican House caucus yesterday afReternoon. All was harmonious.
presentative V. H. H. Llewellyn nominated R. L. Baca of Santa Fe for
Speaker of the House, and the choice,
as the iNew Mexican naa predicted,
was unanimous.
Congressman Curry
made a speech euloguing Mr. Baca
calling attention to the sacrifice he
made three years ago. The selection
pleases every one, for Mr. Baca has
not only experience but is a states
man, a pacincator. f or cniet cienc
of the House, Frank Staplin, editor
San
of the Farmington Enterprise,
Juan county, was chosen. He held
the same position when R. L. Baca
was speaker of the territorial house.
He therefore brings experience to the
difficult and responsible position, and
his selection is a tribute to the newspapers of the commonwealth.
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Tribune, while among the memberthe preservation of the public peace, therefore maturity rests on the sen- which to pick the two United States elected.
ship of both Houses there are newspashoulhis
on
no
Mr.
Baca
has
wings
health and safety, for the payment of atorial bow like a benediction. The Senators. The New Mexican could
permen, who will no doubt, keep their
Senator Holt then presented Senate aers carrjs n0 harp, but he is a
NEPUMECINO
SEGURA,
the
Dublic debt and interest for
own papers informed of what is going
oldest veteran is Thomas D. Burns, name at least a hundred men, great Resolution No. 1. naming the list bright, brilliant, brainy native son of
of teh Senate.
Clerk
Reading
on.
maintenance of the public schools who is 67 years of age; the youngest and experienced enough to be entitl- of employes. Senator Isaac Barth on the state who stands for the square
or state institutions, or local and is Thomas J. Mabry 26 years. Wil- ed to the toga, if worth and ability behalf of the minority, offered a sub deal. His experience gives him an
The Postal Telegraph Company has
referen- liam McCoy with 34 years to his cre- are the main considerations.
stitute .resolution in an effort to get equipment that has not been excelled. of State Senator Casimiro Barela of opened an office in one of the commitspecial laws. A workable
Colorado, as one who has ever been a tee rooms adjoining the Hall of Repdum is provided in this connection.
dit and Isaac Barth with 35, are also
There are some major considera- several Democratic adherents on the (Applause.)
friend of New Mexico. Llewellyn, resentatives for the legislative mem25.
less
than
resolution
be
not
to
substitute
The
roll.
shall
.the
Senators
pay
ought
tions , however, which
among the younger memberjSfof
Progressive Republican Nominated.
and Representatives not less than 21 nineteen.
i'f
James W. Mullens rose to nominate Jose P. Lucero and Manuel P. Man bers.
be borne in mind, and some minor was defeated and Senate Resolution
were named as a committee The address of Speaker R. L. Baca
years, they must be able to speak , Of twenty Senators, whose nati- considerations that should not befog No. 1 was adopted, the vote on each Marcos C. de Baca on behalf of the zanares
to
lines
escort
the distinguished guest to will be published tomorrow in full.
on
divided
must
L.
have
Baca
party
and
R.
strictly
said
being
He
that
considerations
in
this compilation, the choice. The major
the English language
Republicans.
vity is included
been in the state three years at the seven were born in New Mexico, two are that the men to be the first Unit- with Senator Sulzer voting with the is an old, particular friend of his, a a seat besides the Speaker.
The resolution adopted fraternal brother, an associate in legAnother pleasing incident followed
The Webster Star Brand Typetime of their election. At the time are of German descent, one is. a na- ed States Senators from New Mexico Democrats.
was as fellows:
he could with a paiiietic touch to it. W. H. H. writer Ribbon and the
and
that
islative
experience
of qualirying, no member o! the leg- tive of Ireland, one was born in Ca are loyal to Republican
principles,
1.
Senate Resolution No.
say more good things of him than Llewellyn on behalf of Santa Fe ad- Carbon Paper are indispensable
to
islature shall hold any office of nada, three were born in Illinois, tW3 are free from any taint of corruption,
Be it resolved by the Senate of the those who preceded him, but there is mirers of Speaker Baca, presented the modern
office.
If you
trust or profit under the sl.'.te. coun-- . in Indiana, two in Pennsylvania, one measure up in ability, conduct and
equipped
Legislature of the State of New Mexi- one fault with R. L. Baca, he is a Re- the latter with a beautiful gavel, with have not tried them, place your orSena- in
ty or national government.
Tennessee, one in Missouri, one in character with the best statesmen of co, That the following named per
publican, and that he (Mullens) was appropriate words.
and
Speaker Baca der with the New Mexican Printing
exfour
Represenserve
tors
years
Connecticut and one in old Kentucky. the Nation, are men of legislative
sons be and they are respectively here- - now speaking for the small but mili- - was
deeply moved and told of the Company, and you will know
first
the
tatives two years. After this
At least seven of the Senators are perience, are men who have been in by nominated for the omces ana posi-- 1 , Democratic
membership. In ev- stirring events of the past twenty- - reason why.
session, specially called by the gov- lawyers. Most of them are gra the forefront in unselfish service to tions set opposite their respective
Mul- that
Mexico
New
of
ery
ernor as the constitulioi directs, duates of higher institutions of learn party and people, and have demon names below, and that their compen- - lens history
nas eVr rea(ji he found the name
regular sessions of the legislature ing. At least three attended st- slrated that they ere practical and sation be and the same is hereby fixed of Baca whiCn seems to be legal ten-a- t
shall convene on the second Tuesday Michael's College at Santa Fe, and a can do things. They should be men
the amount per day also set oppo- - de in the state. So the Democrats
of January next after each
general fourth the Christian Brother's College whose conduct in public or in private site their names below,
raise the ante and go the Republicans
Rev. B. Z. McCollough, chaplain, at one btter. The Democrats make it a
election, which seems to bring an- at Mora. Two attended the Universi- is such that no New Mexican would
other legislative session early next ty of Indiana. on the University of need be ashamed to acknowledge $3.00 per day: John Joerns, chief rule to pay their debts and therefore
year. The present session shall not ijnojs one the University of Miss- - them as his representatives at the Na- clerk, at $6.00 per day; Manuel D. name Marcos C. de Baca as their
sit longer than ninety days and reg- - ouri) one tne University' of Oklahoma, tional Capital; should he men who Pino, sergeant at arms, at $6.00 per choice for speaker.
SEND THEM TO
S. J. Smith seconded the nominaular sessions after that not more one repaw University, one the South have no special interests to serve but day; Acasio Gallegos, assistant chief
Loat
$5.00
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day;
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a
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Presbyte- always have the public
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at
The two Bacas voted for each other
first. Because New Mexico is a new pez, assistant sergeant at arms,enrollAbsent members may be compelled rian College,
and the result was announced: R. L.
one of the $5.00 per day; Nimfa Romero,
Those among the Senators who state and in population
to attend and each houses is the
at $5.00 per day; Stephen Baca 31, M. C. de Baca 15.
lesser commonwealths, it is not say ing clerk,
judge of the qualifications of its own have had previous legislative
enrolling clerk, at $5.00
Curran,
Jr.,
Mr. M. C. de Baca then arose and
who
D.
Burns
or
has ing that any two men will do for its
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rience are Thomas
and can therefore seat
Baca, reading clerk, made the sensational statement that
Eugenio
per
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unseat whom if pleases in case of been a member of the Territorial As- representatives in the Senate, for at $5.00 per day; Nepomuceno Segura, the Democrats made a mistake in
sembly again and again; J. F. Sulzer, National history snows that some of reading clerk, at $5.00 per day; Albert
contest.
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nominating him, that he was not a
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cludes for each house one chaplain at E. B. Gallegos, James F.
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in
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served
which
council,
The minor considerations,
stenographer, at $6.00 per day; Olga ,,W. H. H. Llewellyn and O. T. Toombs
$3.00 per day; one chief clerk and
as are secondary and which should not Miller, stenographer, at $6.00 per day being also named for that purpose.
one sergeant at arms at $6.00 per Herbert B. Holt, who served both
a member and as a clerk, Epimenio prevent the selection of the ablest Edith Wileman, stenographer, at $6.00
Speaker Baca Takes the Chair.
day; two enrolling clerks and two
A. Miera who served in both houses, men are those of locality, or religion, per day; Victoriano Ulibarri, stenogAmidst
tumultuous applause, Speaksix
at
per
$5
clerks
day;
reading
Navarro who has served in race, personal orilliancy or oratorical rapher, at $6.00 per day; Manuel Gar er Baca took the chair, and in a splen
stenographers for the Senate and Juan
LuciBoleslo powers. If Albuquerque can furnish cia, doorkeeper, at $4.00 per day;
did address which outlined an ideal
pipht for the House at $C nerday; and both houses, Gregory Page,
William B. Walton, who the two best men for the Senate, let
legislative program and took high
such subordinate employes as may be Romero and
veterans.
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be
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of
ground, thanked the House for the
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the
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not
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not
thus peculiarly
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There are other legislative veterans,
Senator Holt then presented Senate
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of from such as W. n. H.
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who too,
providing
Llewellyn,
one to five years is provided for any has been
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of the House and presentatives are missing today from mittee on committees.
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alteration of has served speaker
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Senate Resolution No. 1.
in several legislatures, the legislative family circle in the
or
any bill pending
passed. It shall and always as a leader on the Repubsupplement to the New Mex
Be it resolved by the Senate of the
has every improvement and advantage which the genius of
s
vote of the mem- lican side. Next to him is Marcos C. ican. Like the wedding guests of
require
of the State of New Mexilegislature
Thomas A. Edison has been able to suggest Put one in your
bers present in each house to de Baca, who has had terms in the old they have oeen invited, had been co, that there be and hereby is ap
home. Your whole family will welcome the new songs, the good
pass any bill over the governor's ve- legislature as member and as employe urged, but found time and inclination pointed by the Senate a committee
to. Bills not returned by the gover- and who also was a member of the lacking. Perhaps, they will come in of seven members to be known as Makes Men's Pine
stories and the bright music. There is an Edison Phonograph
nor in three days, Sundays excepted, constitutional convention, as was J. later, the invitation is continuous the Committee on Committees, which
at a price to suit every purse. There are new records of all the
shall become law, except that bills L. House and Tranquilino Labadie. J. and free,, and they are needed to com shall consist of the following named
'
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
presented to the governor the last W. Mullens has seen two terms in the plete the historical record, which will Senators
John S. Clark, Herbert B.
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and explain this greatest of all home entertainers.
three days of the session shall not be- New Mexico legislature and A. D. find a permanent place in the Histor Holt, E. A. Miera, Gregory Page, BoJSHOE MANUFACTURERS I
come law unless signed by him with- Vargas and Bias Sanchez are legisla- ical Society library for the benefit of leslo Romero. W. B. Walton, Isaac
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Records (play twice as long), 50c Edison Grand Opera Records, 75c to $2.00.
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Call and see my line before
On motion of Senator Isaac Barth,
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PRING house cleaning will soon
be here, and now is the time to
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plan the changes that you want to
make. We have made a special

I

s,
effort to secure a nobby line of
couch covers in all designs,
carpets and rugs, oil cloth and linoleum. Come in and look over this
line. It may be a suggestion for
you. We have just unpacked a full
line of
por-tier-

I

I
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Very Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc.
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SELiGMAN
P. O. Box, 219.

EROS, COMPANY
:
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PERSONAL MENTION
Sehriff Charles
Closson is again
confined to his bed with rheumatism.
A. W. Windsor, the local contractor,
has just returned from an extended
eastern trip to purchase the latest and
best machinery for cement construction. He stopped in Denver, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Chicago and St. Paul.
At Chicago Mr. Windsor attended the
cement show and heard Secretary of
War Stimson deliver his speech at
the Academy of Music. Mr. Windsor
has the contract for the cement work
on the Masonic Temple.
J. G. Magee of Clovis and Arthur
C. Culver of Albuquerque, are members of the railroad men's organization who are in the city to engineer
some legislation for the benefit of the
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Filed Incorporation
Papers Today
Ople Read Gives Entertainment
at Windmill City.

GOOD ENOUGH

j

Milliner

March 11. The
Deming, X.
Mimbres Valley Growers and Canning!
Association has forwarded its incorp-- l
oration papers to Santa Fe for filing.!
The association is made up of farm-- '
ers in the Hondiile neighborhood, and 1
the following individuals have been
elected as a board of directors: R. W.
Yeargin, J. P. Dunnaway, J. M. Phil- steers $.j.7offi .S.13;
southern steers
lips, Thomas Searle, Ed .1. Bernwick,
southern cows and heifers
H. B. Strickler and A. H. Donaldson. $o.257;
$.'J.50(fi 5.2.J ; native tows and heifers
The officers are as follows:
R. W.
stockers and feeders $4.504i
$:i6.75;
Yeargin, president: j. p. Dunnaway. 6.50; bulls $3.73i 5.50; calves
WqS;
secretary and treasurer; H. B. trick- - western steers $5.257.25;
western
concern
vice
is
yne
ler,
president,
cows $3.25 5.50.
capitalized at $3,ooo, half of which
Market
Hogs
Receipts 7,000.
stock is paid in. The company is neBulk sales $6.50(5 6.65: heavy
steady.
trainmen.
gotiating now for the purchase of a
packers and butchers
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hesselden of canning factory which will be capable $6. 60i&6.70;
?ti.oi B.Ba;
liglits ?6.40n 6.60; pigs
Albuquerque, are the guests of Judge of putting out ten thousand cans per
$5?i5.50.
and Mrs. John R. McFie.
day, principally tomatoes, corn, pump- Market
Sheep
Receipts 7,000.
to-- ;
A.
J.
Abbott
will
return
sweet
Juage
kins,
potatoes and beans. The
to 10c higher. Muttons $:.r,0i
morrow forenoon to his ranch on the! farmers have signed up fifty acres of steady
5.'!0; Iambs $6ft6.75; fed wethers and
Rito de los Frijoles after spending beans, 30 acres of melons, 50 acres of
yearlings $4i?6; fed ewes $35.
Sunday and Monday with his son, Dis-- ! tomatoes, and a large acreage of other
Chicago.
trict Judge E. C. Abbott.
will
be
which
perishable products
Chicago, 111., March 11. Cattle-Rece- ipts
marketed through the association.
2S.0O0. Market steady to 10c
SPAT AND TRAMPLED
The factory will be located in Hondale lower. Beeves
?;'(! fi.sii; Texas steers
ON AMERICAN FLAG. contiguous to the right of way of the
$5.10ffi 7;
$4.7016; western steers
El Pasor & Southwestern.
The farm- stockers and feeders $4.10 6; cows
Now Felix Adolfe, Anarchist,
Out ers are working together on this prop- and heifers $2.20(7 6.60; calves $6?i
on $1,000 Bail in New
osition, and all are supporting it en- S.50.
York.
thusiastically. They expect to have
Market
57,000.
Hogs
the plant in operation by the 1st of slow. Light Receipts
mixed $6
$6.40?i 6.62
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
rf 6.70;
rough
heavy $6.406.72
Xew York, March 11. Felix Adolfe
S. W. Fant, of El Paso, has estab- $0,401(6.50:
pigs $1.60(f 6.25; bulk of
'
was held in $1,000 bail for trial by a lished a
in Deming
to sales $6.55(&6.65.
Brooklyn magistrate today charged handle the E. M. F. automobiles
and
Market
Sheep
Receipts 28,000.
with misdemeanor in that he spat up-- j the Flanders 20.
to strong. Native $3.75(fi 5.50;
steady
:
on and trampled under foot an Ameri-B. F. Howe brought a party of land western
$4,254(5.50; lambs native
can flae while addressing a entherinE bn vers from Silver f'itv i, Ttominp- in.
western $5.75 7.50.
$5.25&7.40;
of anarchists in the Williamsburg sec- - day, including Mr. and Mrs. Tabor and
New York.
tion of Brooklyn last night. Emma B. E. Cohen. He made the trip in
New York, X. Y., March 11. CotGoldman was one of the speakers at three hours and reports the roads in
ton spot closed quiet 20 points highthe meeting. The meeting had been excellent condition. Mr. Howe say?
er;
middling uplands, 10. SO; middling
called to protest against the attitude that he has often made the round trip
gulf, 11:05. Sales (delivered on con
of the state authorities in the Law- in five hours when without load.
bales.
rence strike.
Opie Read will give an entertain- tract) lu,700
ment tonight. His entertainment will
consist largely of telling his own HENRY ROSS WHEELER
CHINESE TONGS
DIED YESTERDAY.
ARE NOW AT PEACE. stories. This Is the concluding enter-- ;
tainment of the series given by the
After Illness of Several Months, San(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) Deming Lyceum Bureau. The course
ta Fean Passes Away
here has ben vfir' ver' Popular, so
San Francisco, Calif., March 11.
ePacefully.
Notices bearing the seals of all the mucn so mat n nas oeen arranged to
continue the course next season. The
27 years
Henry Ross Wheeler,
Tongs and declaring that perpetual
Tin1 luaon mailii hotxi'ion entertainments given this season were years old, a carpenter and building
ft (rrempnt
v
rum, leeuue, contractor, died at his home on Manthem were posted today on the walls as luuuna. jus.
Bros, male quartet La,.rant. hattan avenue
r
yesterday evening
of Chinatown, thus bringing to an wh,
tne magician. the i,Brun Grand
an illness lasting several months.
end the recent war between the Hip
A1I
of He has been a
0pera Ca; and 0pie Rpad
resident of Santa Fe
Sing, Sin Suey Ying and Suey Sing these are strictly high class
almost
years. Besides his wife
tions. The work has been taken over and onethree
child he is survived by his
for the next season by the ladies of
All leaal blanks nronarerl sKonprlinn tll( Methodist
church. Thev have father, John C. Wheeler, and a broth- Mr. Wheeler
XT
f t.
fnn n a eo r, Ldg3 T S Wheeler.
U..!. new cWnad
oui.li nnt.KIn
liiv uiatuico Ui lew IVICAICU,
up piiV.
"&"cm nr.
"umuic aniiiaLuwua
State form, for sa'e by the i;ew the Ben Greet players, and Robert was a mamber of the oodmen of the
Mexican Printing Company.
Bingham. The proceeds above expeli- - World, which order has the funeral
ses of this course will go to the build- - in charge end the local lodge will ating fund of the Methodist church. and tend in a body. Services will take
help defray the expense of the new place at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow after
i.icwwvui
cnurch soon tQ be erectd at a cost of noon from the residence.
The Rev.
i 5,000.
Shimer will officiate. Mulligan and
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Rising will direct the interment.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness' OSTEOPATH CONVENTION
THIS MORNING,
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, '
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
kinds of hair work done.
Meeting to Organize Society and DisWhy Should It?
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
cuss Prospective LegisIt is feared by many, and the fear
Phone 5075
343 San Fran,cisco St.
lation.
is well' founded, that the contest for
The Osteopathic jmysicians of the United States senators at Santa Fe
state met in convention this morning will result in the defeat of much
in the office of Dr. C. A. Wheelon and needed
legislation. We need some
Soci-ta State Osteopathic
organized
road legislation, new school laws and
H.
KAUNE & GO.
The physicians will discuss legis- - an election law,
particularly a law
lation this afternoon and other aues- - that would give the people the
'
tions o interest to the school. The to select their own senators. A right
proin attendance
'Physicians
are: Dr. longed contest for the election of
fri- Odic
HuIett
Dr.
Charles
VUalliy.
Alamogordo;
United States senators will increase
jIone
..
Dr. Leonard the demand for their direct election.
Connor, Albuquerque;
Tabor, Silver City; Dr. Parsons,
Carrizozo News.
Dr. Annette H. Beckwith, Raton
and Walter Mayes, Magdalen a.
Don Kedzie Suggests Prince.
The officers of the organization are:
The
of who will be elected
Dr. Walter Mayes, president; Dr. senators from New Mexico is becomLeonard Tabor, treasurer and Dr. ing interesting, as the time for the
lone Hulett, secretary.
selection
The legislaapproaches.
ture meets next Monday, and there
soon will be a caucus. The lirst
vote in the legislature will be taken
on the 19th, giving a week for cauNew York.
cusing. There are so many in the
New York, N. Y., March 11 Call race that it is
thought there may be a
money, 2
deadlock on one, if not on both. In
prime paper, 4
Mexican dollars, case this occurs a dark horse, one
silver, 58
47; copper, 14.1014.30; tin, 42.65
who has not been an active candi43.25; lead, $4.004.10; amalgamated date, may
be chosen. There are
70
sugar, 117
Atchison, plenty of good men in the state who
HIGH-GRAD- E
New .have not been booming themselves
1U'M; iireat xvortnern, luz
Kork Central, 112; Northern Pacific, for the position, but who probably
118
Reading, 155 34; Southern would accept it. Among those the
108
Union
Pacific,
Pacific, man who would represent the state
166
steel, 64; steel, pfd., 110.
j with
great credit is L. Bradford
Lead and Spelter.
Prince. The legislature
Is the most luxurious coffee
St. Louis, Mo., March
11. Lead no better selection.
Western Liberal
to
you ever

25 Palace Avenue
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INSURANCE,

SURETY

&L

I

BONDS,

Phone. Red 189.

UJ.

REAL

ESTATE.

11 Q

5

..w

:

IT

1 1

ni,

massaging,

S.

Ci

Where Prices are Lowest
Onalitv

i

Ros-wel-

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE HAVE

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Styl selected by you isn't any more
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
Vou can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

I

"CHASE &

R YI
I

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Every Description.
Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco- rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

C. YONTZ,

S0

COFFEE"

put
your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.

J

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

-

Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

steady

H.

&

& CO.

111.,

May, 72

Oats

May,
May,
May
May,

Lard,
Ribs

March

July,

Corn

Pork

6.85 S7
11. Wheat-- May
100.

Spelter higher

104

Sanborn's Teas.

S. KAUNE

4;

Chicago

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Chase

License Numbers,

MARKET REPORT

!

NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

RefiableJeweierH.

l;

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

IS H GERDES.

JEWEL
YOU

t

.H

?

Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back.
g
and
EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
Prices as cheap
as you are paying for half cotton.
Form-fittin-

i
j

shape-retainin-

g.

A

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

W. N. TOWNSEND
THE MASTER TAILORS.

k

53
15.92
9.40.
8.87

July,

July,

72

8

&

50

FOR HONEST PRICES

GENTLEMEN:

Strictly New Line of
MEN'S YOUTHS' and BOYS'

Spring
The

M.d

Summer Clothing

styles are SWELL and MATERIALS that you can select
that will surely please you. Some fine wash suits for

from

boys.

Mothers, come to see them.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

GOODS

Seven acre tract situate near
No buildings.
Ball Park.

ACREAGE

Land in line of development
of City, and would make a fine truck garden or

chicken ranch. Must be turned immediately in
order that estate may be closed. We will quote
BARGAIN PRICE for immediate cash sale.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER

Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

:

!

In

it we have a Full
Selection of

the

JUST

ceipts 7,000 including 800 southerns,
Market steady to 10c lower. Native

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

R

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE AND
COMPANY.

FLOWERS, CHIFF0N5

MISS

A.

MUGLER,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,1
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

r3
C3

Hi

J

bill

SAVES

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them
right. Qet away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum
light, and better locking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
..-.-

...

irmrmrwin)-iuii-

-

m

Palace Avenue.

Southeast of Plaza.

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
by having it right where you are using it. It saves
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
and
your light
on

A CARLOAD

RECEIVED,

MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.

I

Where Prices are Lowest
for bate Quality.

STRICTLY NEW

SPRING MILLINERY
HATS,

w

3

CO

ti

GO.

NEW GOODS

Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., March 11. Wool mar- Also have Crochet Threads, Slipket steady. Territory and western per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
a fine assortment of Stamped
inediums 1618; fine mediums 15
Goods for French and Eyelet Em17; fine 1015.
Kansas City.
broidery, etc.
Kansa city, March n. cattle Re- -

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

You pay for,

CO.

of Coffee Drinking

pon-taini- ng

Up-to-d-

:;, .H

out.

The Supreme Luxury

just received our Spring Style Book
all the Latest and
Fabrics

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow ! He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all

!

This is another one of ouf BARGAINS. Come quick
for it is going to be sold at once.

!U.U WAl

"

s.

j

8

When you can buy a new
modern brick house
for less money than you can
?3
build

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

.

Phone 36

WHY PAY RENT ?

FOR US!

i

5!

ii!

MIMBRES VALLEY GROWERS
AND CANNING ASSOCIATIO

31.
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DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,

NEW MEXICO

In effect Feb. IStli,

iu
Sou

Some women complain that they periodically sutler from dull and heavy feelfeelings which
ings, or dizziness in the head, nervousness, pain and bearing-dow- n
should not occur to the normal healthy woman. But most every woman is subject
to these pains at some time in her life, due to abnormal conditions in life, such
d
as corsets,
strength, bad air, poor or improper food, wet feet, sluggish
liver, etc. A regulator and female tonic made from native medicinal roots with
pure glycerin, and without the use of alcohol, called

Company

OFFICES-RAT- ON

(Read Down)

FOR THE WOMAN WHO THINKS AND FEELS.
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Box 84,
"I thought I would write you in reKard to what your medicines have
done for me. I have used them for thirty years for female trouble
and general weakness with the very best result, and
they have saved
me hundreds of dollars in doctors' bills. I buy the ' Favorite Prescription ' and Golden Medical Discovery ' and take them together. I never
was disappointed in your remedies and take pleasure in recommending
them to any suffering lady. I am now almost fifty years old ; at forty-fi- ve
I took your medicines, both kinds, and I passed that period very
easily and left me fat and healthy. I feel like a young girl.
If any lady cares to write me, I will gladly tell her more about
the good work of your medicines."

34

M

Mi

Raton, X.

12

has proven its value in thousands of cases, like the following :
Mrs. Dona M. Martin, of Auburn, Nebr., Route

IIE3. ILmvtlw

7T?.

1,

Dr. Pierce's Great Family Doctor Book, The People's
Common Sense Medical Adviser, newly revised
edition of 1003 pages, answers hosts of delicate questions
which every woman, single or married, ought to know.
Sent free in cloth binding to any address on receipt of 31
stamps, to cover cost 01 wrapping ana mailing only.
cne-ce-

'
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MONDAY,

ONE MILLION

BID ATTELL

DOLLARS

F.

Halem" Tommy Murphy and
His Manager Says FrameJ
Up Was Discussed

This Offer Should Be a Warning to
Every Man and Woman.
The newspapers and medical journals recently have had much to say
relative to a famous millionaire's ot
fer of a million dollars for a new
stomach.
This great
was
too busy to worry about the condition
of his stomach. He allowed his dyspepsia to run from bad to worse until
in the end it became incurable.
His misfortune serves as a warning
to others.
Every one who suffers with dyspepsia for a few years will give everything he owns for a new stomach.
Dyspepsia is commonly caused by
an abnormal state of the gastric
juices, or by lack of tone in the walls
of the stomach. The result is that
the stomach loses its power to digest

n Lengthy Article Newspaper
Tells How Negotiations
Began and Ended.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., March 11.

i

The Call prints today an account of a
Ar
roposal for a "fake" knockout, said
........
"
6 10
Lv
to have been made by Abe Attell to
'
X6
618
6 35
S 2S
Harlem'' Murphy last Saturday be food.
33
6 27
5 46
Ar
H
6 17
fore their 20 round fight. Murphy and
6 00
We are now able to supply certain
his manager, James Buckley, are de
pra
clared to have admitted that they were missing elements to help to restore
to the gastric juices their digestive
approached by Attell.
(From New Mexican of Friday Even- - really it is.
Attell was so severely punished in power, and to aid in making the stoming March 11, 1SS7.)
Judge Warren Bristol of Grant the fight that he could scarcely speak ach strong and well.
Lieutenant Gutierrez, who com- county and John Poe of Lincoln esterday, but he denied the accusa
We know that Rexall Dyspepsia
manded the Mexican soldiers, who county, have been appointed mem- tion, and said he knew of no under Tablets are a most dependable remengaged in the recent shooting affair bers of the Cattle Sanitary Board.
standing regarding the fight and h?.d edy for disordered stomach, indigesThe Santa Fe nurseries are sending made no proposal to Murphy or his tion, and dyspepsia.
with Americans on the border, was
We want you to try them and will
captured this afternoon at Buena Vis- out acclimated fruit trees to all parts manager,
ta, nine miles from Nogales and will of the territory. Last year's ship
return your money if you are not
Proposal Came From Attell.
be turned over to the United States nients amounted to 100,000 trees.
According to Buckley as he is quot more than satisfied with the result.
for punishment.
The late Henry Ward Beecher car- ed In the Call, the first suggestion as
Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents, and
Mexican guards killed a boy at La ried over $100,000 life insurance.
to "fixing" the fight was made by $1.00. Remember,
you can obtain
while he was crossing
is a great demand for mod Attell February 26, when he arrived Rexall Remedies in this community
There
Texas,
redo,
British
Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Alberta,
era houses to rent. Twenty houses in San Francisco from Los Angeles only at our store The Rexall Store.
the Rio Grande in a skiff.
one
lost
whites
and
Indian
would find immediate tenants at from after his defeat by Johnny Kilbane, The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San FranThree
Points
OregonJandWashington
when he lost the championship.
He cisco St. '
their lives in Indian troubles on the $30 to $50 a month.
border.
New
Jack Akers is at Dolores superin was not told positively that no agree
Notices of the New Mexican Min- tending work on mines owned by ment would be made.
E. G. Crocker, Bazar, Kas.
'Another meeting was arranged,"
ing Company throwing open the Or- himself and M. J. Parmley.
J. J. Sheridan, Albuquerque.
the
and
this
account,
says
newspaper
tiz grant to prospectors, have been
Editorial.
F. F. Jennings, Willard.
AH
his mana&
"The first two years of Democratic time Murphy accompanied
posted.
was asked if he would
Albert Lebach, Williams, Ariz.
The A. T. & S. F. is planning to en administration have been a dismal ger. Murphy
to fall to the mat, after receivJ. F. Earnest, Denver.
agree
al
and
failure. It would be difficult to find
ter New York from Chicago
a certain blow, and pretend to be
H. F. Maybrey, Socorro.
ing
'
lied interests have acquired the Bal- their parallel without waiting two unable to rise until the ten seconds
W. A. Slocum, Los Angeles.
ON SALE DAILY
timore & Ohio for that purpose.
years longer. There is every reason were tolled off by referee Jack Welch."
H. J. Halley, Denver.
Mrs. Maria Wright the fair and to expect that the next two years will
J. L. Wilson, Denver.
Harlem
Lad
Confident.
talented correspondent of the Sunny be worse than the last two. When
Mr. and Mrs. Ritter, Blackrock.
'He says that he refused to enter
,
South from Atlanta, is a guest at the the utter and conspicuous dearth of into
Ismael Ulibarri, Tierra Amarilla.
any agreement, feeling confident
Palace.
beneficent acts of the Democracy are that he would
beat Attell, and the
Charles P. Downs, City.
County sheriffs are now allowed 12 contrasted with its abundant oppor men separated without, any underAbe Hixenbaugh, Raton.
cents maeage instead of six tunities, the record of that party is
standing being reached.
Albert Lebesh, Williams, Ariz.
cents as heretofore, 75 cents a day found altogether unique in the ' his
"The matter was not discussed until
M. C. de Baca. Bernalillo.
for the maintenance of prisoners tory of political organizations where-eve- r last Wednesday or Thursday night,
J. M. Lister, Sedalia, Mo.
instead of 25 cents as formerly, ? 100
they exist in any of the world's when, in response to a telephone mesFor information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
Matin Serrano, Santa Rosa.
for hanging a criminal, $4 a day for great states."
met
Attell
and
sage, Buckley
again
W. E. Martin, Socorro,
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
court.
"Simpiy to talk boom on our streets listened to the fighter's proposition.
attending justices of the peace
Coronado.
"With the question still under con
This is little enough in these days of and then to fold up our arms and
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rafael Granito, Cerrillos.
Attell
cost
wait
Buckley
of
sideration,
for
to
approached
boom
the
down
from
living.
high
drop
Joe Davito, Madrid.
Mrs. Willi Spiegelberg is still ad- the sky ready-madlike showers of again just before the two men went
B. Sanchez, Espanola.
was
at
Colma.
into
the
Buckley
ring
vertising for a good cook at $30 a rain, will not answer. A few dollars
Camilo Sanchez, Santa Rosa.
room
caleld
from Murphy's dressing
invested in home papers and postage
month.
J. L. Chavez, Jr., Santa Rosa.
This plaza seems to be sadly in need stamps will help along our boom by Attell and asked if the Harlem boy
Tomas Martinez, Coydon.
wish
of attention. It does not have the more rapidly
than anything else was ready to toplay the part Attell that
Jose Salazar, Abiquiu.
him.
ed
to
says
Buckley
assign
care it deserves, and it is a pity, lhat can be done at this time."
J. A. Montoya, Albuqueique.
even then he did not give a definite
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Victor Ulibarri, Albuquerque.
answer and that at no time had Attell
E. M. Valdez, Tierra Aaiarillo.
received a definite reply."
The West Point of th Southwest-Rank- ed
EXPERIENCED GEhrBAN FARMER
SECOND KILLINa ir
Tito
Buck
with
Melendez, Mora.
east
for
the
left
Murphy
MONTH OF MARCH.
by United States War DeTAKES UP DEMING LAND,
Edward Garcia City.
ley early today to prepare for his
partment as "Distinguished Instituat Jesus Baca, City.
MacFarland
Card Party at Windmill City is Attracting Right fight with Packey
tion." Arm officers detailed by Wai
Evening
Saturday
Alfonso Herrera, Denver.
Wis.
Kenosha,
in
and
Ends
Cuervo
Kind of Homeseekers
Revelry
Department
Irrigation
A. Eichwald, Cuba.
FiaHt.
for
Smith
Lookinp
Killing.
Through Academic course, preparby Means of Pumping.
Pantaleon Mora, Casa Salazar.
"Gunboat" Smith accompanied him,
William B. Terry shot and instantly
ing young men for college or business
with heavyJuan Dominguez, Cabejon.
in search of a match
killed Oscar L. Brown of Cuervo, Gua-life. Great amount of open air work.
March 11 Fred
Deming, N.
now appearing in short disCosme Herrera, Pojoaque.
Healthiest location of any Military
dalupe county, at half past seven' Wehhoener ana wife and seven child weights
P. Ulibarri, Park View.
in the east.
bouts
tance
o'clock
School in the Union. Located In the
Saturday evening at the Terry ren and his son, Gust Wehhoener and
Acasio Gallegos, Estancia.
Promoter James Coffroth announced
home in Cuervo during the course of; wife and one child
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
arrived in Deming yesterday he had secured Eddie
a revel which ended in a violent quar
of the West at an elevation of 37u(l
today from Oklahoma City, and El
to meet the winner of the
two
men.
Brown
rel
DISCUSSING WOMAN'S SUFbetween
the
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Reno. Oklahoma, to take up residence -Klaus
fight to be held here March
re-- !
the
as
his
of
in
died
tracks
result
FRAGE IN DUKE CITY,
day, but little rain or snow during tha
M'.
ot! their laud near Deming.
W 23.
ceiving tull in the breast a charge
season.
of buckshot from a double barreled Mosnlng. recently from Germany and
Forenoon Debate at Rodey Hall and
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
ar' experienced farmer, came with
Another Tonight at Elks'
shotgun fired at close range through
all graduates from standard eastern
ana
W1"
ulem
a'S improve land here.
the panels of a door. A coroner's jury,
Theater.
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
D. H. Crane, of Lodi, California, pur
brought in a verdict to the effect that'
furniBhed, heated, lighted and modern
Palace.
Brown was killed by a gunshot wound chased today forty acres of land four
"Lovely woman shall she have the
Id all respects.
R. Sanchez, Penasco.
inflicted by Terry and the latter has miles east of Deming from W. W
ballot," is in effect the topic which
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Cruces.
Las
C.
E.
was discussed by able debaters this
Wade, Jr.,
been placed under arrest by Deputy, Piper, adjoining the tract of O. O. OsW. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
W. R. Hill, K. C.
Sheriff Wiley u. Mananey.
uorn. .ur. Crane will improve this
morning at Rodey hall at the UniverJ. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry who were
C. E. Jones, Denver.
sity at Albuquerque and will be distract immediately. Dr. Osborn has al
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
vorced some time since, have been
cussed this evening at the Elks' theW. B. Walton, Silver City.
sunK an irrigation well on his
ieaay
and W. A. FINLEY.
Thomas P. Cooney, Glenwood, N. M. ater, admission being free and everyliving together and it is said that tract, so that there will be
eighty
For particulars and illustrated caBrown had been paying attentions to acres reclaimed
A. S. Goodell, Silver City
body invited.
a
This morning at the
just across the road
Mrs. Terry and had frequently visited from the Van
talogues address:
the speakers were Dr. MenJ. T. Evans and Mrs. Evans,
University
Sickle
of
which
place,
her. Terry objected and there is I i del Silber for the negative and Prof.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
acres is in cultivation. Messrs
tie doubt that jealousy was the under- ninety
J. D. Clark for the affirmative, while
, , ,
.
r
Silver
H.
Robert
City.
Boulware,
Suserintendent
viane aim usuorn win both set out
lying motive for the killing. Saturday
Alexandro N. Sandoval, Albuquer-Que- . tonight at the opera house, Messrs.
quite extensive orchards and vine
Marion L. Fox and Wr. P. Metcalf will
night a party gathered at the Terry
iti
house to play cards, including W. B. yards.
uphold the affirmative.
Dr. McQueen
V.. C. Abbott, City.
W. A. Kimble has
Nowell, Mr. Perkins, Florence Puho
Gray, who tenders the privileges of
just purchased
B. F. Pankey, City.
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A. A. Wynne, Albuquerque.
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arranging to change my business location from Cedat a proceeaing
G. W. Giddings, St. Louis.
upon which Brown took up the quarrel Hund and Jas. W. Dymond went
capacity by rendering "Alma Mater",
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Elmer E. Veeder, Las Vegas.
defense of the girl and started after! Las Cruces today to make final
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proof
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W. M. Gibson, Durango.
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before to the medical
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W. W. Nichols, City.
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PROCLAMATION.
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U. S.
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J. L. House, House.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex- quires a constitutional treatment. ucen
W. S. Miller, Garland, Colo.
visiting for several weeks.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalBy and with the authority of
ico, on the jith day of April, 1912.
lhe music class of lone Hodgdon
E. F. Wedrander, Estancla.
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Beca use it is a NEW CREATION, coverine every
field of the world's thought,
action and culture. The only
new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
defines over 400,000
Because
Words; more than ever
before appeared between two
covers.
Pages. 6000 Il2--

lustrations.

D

tn onJy dictionary
with the new divided
A
of Genius."
"Stroke
page.
is nn encyclpedia in
Because
oiiigie volume.
Because Jt ia c;pted by the
Courts, Schools and
Press as the one supreme an- Because

m

thority.

Because ns wh0 knows Wins
Success. Let us tell
you about this new work.
WRITS for

ipodmen of new divided pace.
CO., PaMiikera, Spriuficld. Mao.
Mention tliiipaper, receive 7KEE a eet of pocket mape.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior
United Stater Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 1G and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1S91 (2G Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1S93 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be rr.ade before The Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Rafael MonFrancisco
Romero,
toya, Bernardo
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
Fe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Department

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

Register.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Teb. 8,

1912.

(013817.)

Republication.
12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given tnat the following named claimant hag filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
Act of March 3, 1S91, (26 Stats., S54),
as amended by the Act of February
1, 1893 (27 Stats., 470) in support of
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract
1, sees. 21 and 28, and tract 2, in sec.
28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W, N. M. P. M. & B.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following witnesses to prove his actual, continuous
adverse possession of said land for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.:

Dionicio McCoy,' Victor Casaus, both
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to
e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by the claimant; and especial
notice is hereby given to Manual Ara-go-n
y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with tha
land herein described as to .47 of an
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
otportunity afforded him at the above
mentioned time and place.
MANUE61 R. OTERO,
Ol

cross-examin-

Register.

sr-o-

The New Mexican Printing Company is always prepared to turn out
your brief and transcript work quickly, and at the right price. Give us

a trial.
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REACHING THE SPOT.
It Can Be Done, So Sct"es of Santa
Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an aenmg back,
The pains of rheumatism,'
The tired-ou- t
feelings.
You must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Dean's Kidney Pills are for the
kidneys.
Mrs. Agrlplna de Gonzales, 102 Garcia St, Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
September, 1906, I used Doan's Kidney Pills for backache which had
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
about them. The contents of one
box of this remedy drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
centa.
Co., Buffalo,
United States.
Remember the name Plan's and
take no other.
Fostep-MUbur-

-
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ence of love of country, a higher evidence of love of state then that which Baking Powder Biscuits
characterizes us, rue Republican party
Light as a Feather
in the management of our own affairs
Mrs.
McKenzie Hill, Editor
Janet
By
in
or
the
state? No, gev'.i(national
the Boston Cooking Scliool Magazine oj
men, there was no principle at the bottom of that desertion, there was no
Baking- Powder Biscuits made by this
fundamental policy which dictated the recipe are so far ahead of ordinary
bacourse which they pursued, but, baking powder biscuits that, if once tried,
will
never
use
you
anv
other recipe!
sing the attempted assassination of
Try it the next time you run short of
this organization upon the higher bread.
Save this recipe.
29
good, we find their very fabric molh
eaten by personal hate and prejudice
In order to gratify not
(Applause.)
only an unchristian but an unpolitical vengeance they went from us,
seizing the arms and weapons which
the enemy supplied them and came
back and fired at us point blank in
the face. But let them come, let them
come home, if they will, let the
K C Boktntf Ponder Biscnits
doors be thrown wide and there be
Three cups four; ' to
nothing said that means that we decup shortmand of them that they come upon ening; 3 level teaspoon fuls K C llakinz
1
about
PowtJer;
cup milk, or
their knees with humility or repenI
teaspoonful salt.
tance; (Applause), but let them come
Sift three times, the fiour, silt and
with their heads erect as men;
baking powder. Work into the flour
(Applause), men who have done shortening, using lard or butter the
for
wrong, but men, nevertheless, whatThen mix to a verv soft
shortening.
with
the milk. The softer the
ever may have been the guiding of dough
biscuit enters the oven, the lighter it
their wrongful course.
comesout. Never knead baking powder
To my mind, speaking from the biscuits;
press the dough into shape and
point of view of the state, from my roll lightly. Cut in small shapes
and
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sive measure, the Republican party
has fomented it at all times until now
about to become a law.

No policy of Theodore
Roosevelt
(Applause) for which he labored and
Some
men have relieved
fought and which he left as a heritage their ancestors of a great responsibiFOR" REXT-Furnl- shed
J
j,
house. Box
for completion to his successor, finds lity.
21- -1
Delivered
worse
itself
than
was
when
it
today
by Temporary
into the crowd of weak,
Mrs. Schumann will not be at homo
received. Without confining myself
Chairman A. B. Renehan
FOR RENT Three or
to a
consideration, not tomorrow.
weary, depressed; or are
house, with furniture or not. D. S.
Rafael Granitn, businessman of
Convention
one of these policies but h.'S been
filled
with
you
vitality and
Lowitzki.
is in town.
advanced or completed under the Reenergy?
a
E.
W.
was
of
Martin,
Socorro,
publican administration now in force
FOR SALE ( HEAP Singer
Health is the foundaPLEA
FOB
so far as it could be done within the visitor in the city Saturday.
sewing
machine in good order.
J. J. Sheridan of Albuquerque, for
tion of success.
Mary A.
time limited. If prosecution of the
Speake, Hiilsiu Ave.
trusts was wormy, a heritage, also mer U. S. deputy marshal, is in the
Nerves, Brain, and
It Moved the Republicans at
received by the present administra- capital.
should
be
Body
staunch
WANTED Position as stenographCamilo Sanchez and .T. L. Chaves.
Elks' Theater to Applause
tion, that prosecution has been cardependable.
er and bookkeeper by young lady with
of Santa Rosa, are guests at the
Ji.,
ried
forwaru
with
a
determination
and Cheers.
Coronado.
exigence. Address 270 American
and a precision of which now the pubCarl L. Weinberg, a newspaper man
Ave., Long Beach, Cal.
lic commences to complain. Wheth- of
Address of Mr. A. B. Renehan as TemDeming, is a puiest at the Palace.
er Taft (Applause) shall be the nomFOR RENT Nicely furnished
Summers Burkhart, the Albuquerque
porary Chairman of the Republican
the best of
is
inee, whether Roosevelt shall carry attorney, is a guest at the Montezuma.
rooms.
Bath, electric light,
State Convention.
hot
firm
the
off the nomination, it may
footing for health.
be for
Dr. E. F. Wedrander, the physician
com water.
'len minute walk
Mr. Chairman,
to
this
ALL DRUGGISTS
Delegates
jnu
this convention to say. But no mat- of Estancia, is a guest at the .Monter,
from plaza or Capitol. Address 222
Convention, Ladies and Gentlemen:
ter in whose hands it may be pla- zuma.
New Mexican.
This is indeed a great day and the
,
ced we know that both are patriots
D. N. Peacock, attorney of Las
honor conferred upon me is great 0
was a visitor in the city yester- ing good work.
is
(Applause), and that the country
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
ooth I am deeply sensible. 1 sincerely
W. H. Jacks, ihe stockman of
safe.
day.
Rooms elegantly furnished and havwhich
appreciate the consideration
Union
Cameron
Mann
yesterday
A strange condition exists, resulting
county, arrived in Santa ing all modern conveniences,
Bishop
including
you have given to me in exalting me
from the fact that the Colonel has preached in the Episcopal church at Fe last evening and registered at the electric light, steam heat and baths,
to this position, on the occasion of
Palace.
He
in
lived
Roswell.
formerly
,
Grant
in
the
First
shied his castor, has thrown his hat
National Bank building.
the first convention held in Np ATo- R. I,. Rogers of the forest service county and was a member of the Cat- Apply to F. M. Jones.
on a sheet or very shallow can in in the ring. Is there a man who has
ico as a first step towards our aiding mmc1' S1eak ing from the point of bake
tle
Hoard.
Sanitary
a hot oven. In placing biscuits in the read his history, or who has taken with headquarters in Albuquerque, is
in tim
f o
t ,i, view of the national welfare, because
M. McCoy,
State Senator
of
pans place wel' apart, not allowing edges note of his performances as cabinet a guest at the Montezuma.
I believe that the Republican
party
United
States.
Mountainair, loft last night for Santa Oliver
to touch . Small biscuits are better than
,1. F. Ward of Quay county
(Applause.) And
Visible Typewriter
Sheriff
can
in
commissioner
New
oilicer,
most
police
it
is
the
promote
it,
proper large ones. Large biscuits do not have
when I look around me, and observe
returned to his home in Tucumcari Fe, where tomorrow he will be for- For
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warrior
in
to
kite
no
York,
attitude
take
or
as
to
sale
no
the proper amount of time to raise and
war,
step,
put
this tremendous concourse, when I
cheap. Perfect condimally sworn in as a member of the
morning.
President of the United States than yesterday
see so much vitality and energy ex- obstacle in the way of the return of bake.
William Gregg, a business man of upper body of the first state legisla- tion and does splendid writing.
the wanderers because they should nr!f,!i y?u
new K c Cook' Book? can say he is guided in his present Santa
Could ship on approval and trial.
ture. Albuquerque Journal.
pressed in their faces and in their maFe, is a visitor in the city.
appetizing recipes that simply must step by personal ambitiaon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Ritter on their way Write to CMAS. VV.
But is it Albuquerque Journal.
successful every time
if the few simpl direcnifestations of felling, I have it come back forgiven and forgetting be
RICKART,
that they had been runaways and tions50 re carefully followed. You would Ktadlv not true that he seems to have heard
O. B. Stephens,
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the public offices in the gift short a time thereafter it was that have its end
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We'll wager the are ! Let us
that you spend a few moments looking at our SPRING STYLES. You
may come to us with entire confidence in the matter of clothes. We want to be of ser
vice to you in the matter. We are not so anxious to sell you something
as we are to have something to please you. Our effort is to have the
right goods. There's nothing for us to gain by having anything else.

ARE

THEY RAMBLING THROUGH YOUR MIND?

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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so. It's no trouble to guarantee your complete satisfaction with such
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